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1 Is it correct that both the acres subject to the conservation easement held by LICA and the
4.15 acre “excluded property” are zoned R-OS (Recreation and Open Space)?

Our recent view of the online version of the Town of Long Island Zoning Map appears to
show that all land owned by LICLOC is zoned R-OS.

2 What activities or uses does LICLOC allow currently on the “excluded property”?

LICLOC currently licenses for a fee the storage of equipment and materials owned by two
island contractors on a portion of the Excluded Property. LICLOC has also permitted the Town to
store stumps removed from the new cemetery across from the transfer station to be disposed
of on that property. The Excluded Property was also used as a temporary debris management
site for a previous FEMA storm cleanup. From time to time, LICLOC Managers have observed
parking on the Excluded Property of a CMP vehicle as well as a private service vehicle. That
parking is not with LICLOC’s permission but has not been objected to.

3 Does LICLOC consult with the Town of Long Island, the Long Island Civic Association (LICA) or
the Maine Department of Environmental Protection (MDEP) regarding the management of the
“excluded property”?

Not generally. It came to our attention that Ralph Sweet in 2015 consulted with the
MDEP about stump storage under regulations involving landfill siting.

4 Would changing the zoning for the “excluded property” to I-B (Business Zone) affect LICLOC’s
ownership of the property?

Yes

5 Would changing the zoning for the “excluded property” to I-B have any impact on LICLOC’s
standing or obligations under the conservation easement?

Unclear

6 Have there been communication between the Town of Long Island and LICLOC’s Board about a
Town use for the “excluded property”?  If Yes, please describe.

There may have been informal communications by and among individuals associated
with the Town and LICLOC not pursuant to any official action by the Town or LICLOC on various
ideas for the Excluded Property. There was a communication from the Town in 2015 regarding
storage of stumps from the Cushing Street Cemetery



7 Exhibit A of the 2006 deed shows a small (.24 acres or 10,595 square feet) carve out within
the “excluded property.” What is the current ownership status of that small parcel? Is that
parcel also zoned R-OS? If LICLOC has not consolidated ownership within the boundaries, does
it consult with that owner regarding management of the “excluded property”?

LICLOC does not own that parcel and devotes no attention to it.

8 The proposal being considered by the Planning Board is to amend the Town’s zoning map to
include the “excluded property” in the I-B Business Zone.  Does LICLOC support the proposal?

Yes


